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of them Brahmins In the Muha Bharut frequent mention is
made of the sages sharing the same table with the warriors ,
and of Kaleedas, the poet, who was a Brahmin, it is said in
other books, that he married the raja's daughter, who was of
course a Kshutrce>a x
The celebrated ' seven Reeshees ' were householding Brah-
mins, and possessed but one wife between them These trans-
ferred to the heavens as the stais, which we call the Pleiades,
shine around Droo\, the north star, the portal of Vishnoo's
Paradise, and beside them, in a lesser light, shines their consort
Uroondhutee a From the seven sages most of the Brahmins
] [ In the earliest ages the head of every Aryan household was hia
uwn priest, and even a king would himself perform the sacnfices which
\vere appropriate to his rank By degrees, families or guilds of priestly
faingera arose, who sought seruce under the kings and were rewarded
Tuth rich presents for the hjmns or praise and prayer recited and
sacrifices offered by them on behalf of their masters As time went
on the sacnfices became more numerous and more elaborate, and the
mass of ritual grew to such an extent that the king could no longer
cope with it unaided The employment of purohits or family pnests,
formerly optional, now became a sacred duty if the sacnfices were not
to fall into disuse The Brahman obtained a monopoly of the pnestly
functions, and a race of sacerdotal specialists arose which tended con-
tinually to close its ranks against the intrusion of outsiders.9 Eisley,
Tribes and Castes of Bengal, a v Brahman
In the earliest Vedic days the only distinction between Arya and
Dasju was that of race or colour (varyo) A famous verse in the Big
Veda (is 112) sajs
' Behold I am a maker of hymns my father is a physician, my mother
grinds corn on the stone we are all of different occupations'
Caste, to a large extent, is occupational in ongin The early Aryan
tribes included warriors, pnests, and farmers, whose occupations tended
to become traditional and hereditary, although at brat transition from
one class to another was easy Thus Visvamitra, a Kahatnya, became
a Brahman, as did the descendants of Garga Pnests of vanons castes
and tribes assumed the title of Brahman The ascendancy of the
Bruhnaans was chiefly due to their monopoly of the Vedas, which they
cherished as a closely guarded secret An early record of the struggle
between the pnestly and the warrior classes is preserved in the story of
the incarnation of Vishnu aa Parasurama, the Brahman who slew the
Kshatnyas See V A Smith, Oxford History of htdia, pp 34r-8 ]
a [The Saftnreht, or Seven Rishis, the eponymous ancestors of the
Brahman gotras, are Jamadagm, BharadVaja, Gautama, Ka£yapa,
Vassishta, Agastya, and Atn, Eor Arundhat! see p 325, note 4 ]

